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pring is finally here, at least
for some of us. Although Winter
2013 will not make the history books, it will be remembered for
bouts of brutal cold and abundant
snow. Whether or not May has brought
you warm, sunshine-filled days, the
splendors of nature blossom bright
all around us. Spring symbolizes the
renewal of life—hope for the future.
And after all that cold weather, isn’t
that what we are all looking for—a sign

of new life and a chance to make our
dreams come true?
Nothing depicts the possibilities of
dreams coming true like the miracles
of spring. Brown fields transform to
lush green, whetting the appetite left
by winter’s cold. Colorful little petals
peak through pods and emerge into
brilliant flowers to make busy work for
bees as they replenish the honey supply with the blossoms’ nectar.

Foals drop to the ground overnight
just to be found standing doe-eyed
alongside their mothers in the morning. They frolic in green pastures,
stretching their legs, learning the wonders of life. Their mothers look over
the babies, oblivious to the future joy
their babies will bring to their human
keeper. Each day, the colt gets stronger
and strays further from its mother’s
side. The mother, unaware that she is
guarding our hopes and dreams, backs

her ears, swishes her tail and turns her
hip if we dare cross the line she has
drawn in protection of her foal.
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Mothers live to protect, provide
and guide their young. Fortunately, our
mothers are given many years to shape
the direction of our lives and nurture
our whims and desires. Moms take
us to lessons, put Band-Aids on cuts,
work extra hours to pay for our new
boots, dry our tears and encourage our
growth in and out of the show arena.
And for each of us lucky enough to be at
a horse show this Mother’s Day, there
is probably a horse show mom to credit
for our good fortune.

May is the month when we set aside
a day to honor our mothers. My mother’s birthday often falls on Mother’s
Day. Consequently, she spent not only
most Mother’s Days at a horse show
with her third daughter, but also her
birthday. She laughs about it now.
But imagine her leaving three other
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on her birthday and
Mother’s Day to be at a horse show. Of
course for me, Father’s Day was also
spent at a horse show. And while my
mother loved horses and horse shows,
my father loathed them. Yet he diligently went to the local saddle club to support his daughter on the day set aside
in his honor, at least every fourth year!
As a youth, I was often disrespectful
of my parents and their efforts to further my passion for horses. But in the
end, they always won. If Mom said to
hurry or I would be late, I retaliated,
slowly putting on an extra layer of hoof
black. Invariably I wound up missing
my class. If Dad said to call when I got
to the horse show and I forgot, Little
Billy did not get on the horse trailer the
next weekend. Looking back, I think
they always knew that I would make
those mistakes. They were lessons I
needed to grow stronger, skills I would
later depend on.
My parents were and are so much
smarter than I; it is what leads me to
want to write in their honor. But it is
not just our birth mothers that play
horse show mom to us. There was
one father in particular that always
made sure I had a place to stay, dinner
arranged and checked my trailer hitch

“Being a horse show mom is
neither for the faint of heart
nor for the lax. The job comes
filled with burdens...
Yet it is still one of the most
rewarding jobs on this earth.”
before I left for home. At sixteen, testing my wings to fly solo, this gentleman
provided safety and security. Decades
later, this kind man is still helping folks
at the horse shows, even teenagers
who think they know it all.
Horse show moms work together
and take up the slack when another is
missing. They make sure each child is
entered, has a number on their back, is
suited up and ready to go in the show
pen. But mostly, they encourage. Horse

show moms help create an environment of learning—one where riders
are ready to learn the lessons provided
by trainers and horses. They clear the
path for the young and assist the old so
each may flourish and blossom in their
own right.
Being a good horse show mom
is heavy duty. It is neither for the
faint of heart nor for the lax. The job
comes filled with burdens that often
leave one exhausted, smelly and with
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“Horse show moms work together and take up
the slack when another is missing. They make
sure each child is entered, has a number on
their back, is suited up and ready to go in
the show pen. But mostly, they encourage.”
an endless to-do list. And doing the
job well breaks more than nails. It can
be a heart-breaker, bringing tears of
frustration, tears of anguish and finally
tears of happiness. Yet it is still one of
the most rewarding jobs on this earth.

Witnessing the growth of fledgling
young horsemen as they learn to respect, honor and care for their horses
brings great joy. There is something
magical about watching the relationship flourish between a kid and a
horse. Just like the flowers opening in
the spring, horses allow us to blossom
and provide a lifetime of fulfillment
and satisfaction for a job well done.

Watching a newcomer develop into a
leader—a horseman—is satisfying for
anyone, especially for the one who nurtured the relationship.
Horse show moms provide guidance and protection. They teach, heal
broken spirits and discipline when
needed. Ingredients no one can afford
to live without. They come to horse
shows packing their children’s favorite sandwich even though their child is
now forty years old with children of his
own. They stand near the gait for hours
on end, hold jackets, extra bridles or
carry water, never leaving their post to
satisfy their own needs.

They take the midnight call and
offer their advice, knowing it will
be met with resistance. They watch for
hours on end, sometimes reluctantly,
as they fear the class their child has
chosen to ride in. They are the backbone of the sport, the ones who fight
for our ability to ride, who defend the
efforts spent in pursuit of a great ride.

To this day, my mother is drawn
to every horse trailer she sees going
down the road. She feels a pull, a longing to be with the people and to be part
of their journey. My mother was never
a horse person, never felt she had anything to contribute, yet she has played

horse show mom to hundreds, even
from afar.

Long after leaving home, secure
in my ability to train a horse, I realized the immense responsibility that
comes with being a horse show mom.
It was in Albuquerque, New Mexico, at
the Land of Enchantment Circuit and I
was alone with a nine-year-old whose
parents stayed home in Dallas. Getting
up at four in the morning, riding horses all day, preparing to show, that was
my job. The lifestyle of a horse trainer is not suitable for a nine-year-old
and once again, I relied on my mother,
who talked me through it from her
Texas kitchen.
She says that being a horse show
mom was the greatest gift. She knew
where her kids were, loved being need-
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ed and loved that she finally had a title:
Chief Holder and Fetcher. Once you are
a horse show mom, you are always a
horse show mom. Horse show moms
come in all shapes, sizes and genders.
Some are related, but most are not.
All are part of a family only those with
horses may ever have the opportunity
to experience.
And now it is our turn. It is our season of hope, our season to help and
our season to foster, teach and guide
those in search of a good ride. So to all
of the horse show moms out there, we
thank you for paving the road for us.
May you know that we celebrate you
on Mother’s Day but also with each
mile traveled, each entry made and
each smile created.

About Stephanie Lynn
Professional horseman, coach,
trainer and world champion, Stephanie
Lynn coached her first world champion
in 1988. She has since coached,
trained and shown World and Call
American Quarter Horse Congress
champions across disciplines. She
is an NSBA, AQHA and APHA judge
and has judged world championship
shows for each association.
Stephanie is the author of A Lifetime Affair: Lessons Learned Living
My Passion and the recent publication
The Good Rider series. The complete
Good Rider series includes Equitation
101, Horsemanship 101 and Showmanship 101 with each title accompanied by a separate corresponding
homework book.

The Way To Go found just a few examples of NSBA member horse show
moms. Like Stephanie Lynn, we salute them and share their stories.

The Encouraging Word

Carol Carlson’s girls grew up riding
POAs. While working the back gate at
the trail pen in Tulsa, Carol watched a
young boy have a very poor go on his
young pony early in the day. The boy
had recently replaced a very good old
broke pony and was showing a young
pony, one supposedly with more talent.
Late in the day, still at her post, the boy
returned for a second run. Upset by the
boy’s inability to get through the course
the first time, the boy’s mother walked
away with words to indicate it was not
worth watching his pattern.
Carol, seeing the hurt and frustration on the boy’s face spoke to him.
Carol told him that while it was frustrat-

ing now, if he continued to give his pony
good rides, this pony too would become
as good or better than his last pony.
A month after the horse show Carol received a note in the mail from the
mother of the boy thanking Carol for
her kind words of encouragement. Apparently, the young man used the words
to change his approach, praising Carol
and her support.

Continuing the
Family Tradition

Three generations of Gunn’s have
spent more hours and more miles together than any of them can remember.
Janet and her two youngest daughters,
Jessica and Caroline, were known just
about everywhere at Quarter Horse circuits. Jessica, now married to Jason Gilliam, is now filling her own horse show
mom role as her daughter, Shayne, has
hit the Lead Line classes.
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Caroline remembers the year
Jessica won the All Around Youth and
she won 11 & Under Rookie of the Year.
At the very end of December, Jessica
was barely leading the Western Pleasure high point, “so all three of us spent
the last four days of 1998 traveling
back and forth from Florida to Louisiana during the night and Jessica and I
would show all day while Mom slept, so
she could drive back to the other state
when we got done, with enough time
to get the horses off the trailer and get
them ready to show again!”
When asked about horse showing with her two daughters Janet said,
“Showing horses provided our family a lot of success. However, the best
things about our horse show life are
the time together, lifelong friends
we have made along the way, and
the better people each of us have grown
to be because of our horse show family.”

The Incredible
Journey

Jessica Baird and her horse show
mom, Jamie, have been a traveling duo
for the last 16 years. Baird shows Cool
Movin Lady or Beulah in all around
events said.
“Before I started showing Beulah,
my mom would watch every single
class I showed in, whether it was at
7:30 AM or 10:00 PM, she was always
there,” she said. “I can guarantee that
you will never see her watching me
at the Congress or the World Show.
She prefers to walk the halls, and
waits to hear the lineup called for before
she makes an appearance in the stands.
Watching me show Beulah, knowing her
little quirks, just makes my mom entirely too nervous to sit through it all.”
Thinking about their time together on the road, Jessica said, “I am so
thankful to have a mom who supports
me in every way possible. Sharing these
experiences with anyone else wouldn’t
be the same. Our many late night drives,
laughs, and even tears have made this
journey absolutely incredible.”

